The Stoke Climsland Newsletter
Issue 21 October 2020

WELCOME to Issue 21 of The

Stoke Climsland Newsletter. We hope
that you enjoy it and find it useful.

FRED WOOD

REMEMBRANCE
SUNDAY

In the last issue
we mentioned the
passing of Fred
Wood on October
11th. Fred was
cremated at Bodmin
on Monday October
26th but not before
family, friends and
colleagues had
a chance to pay
their last respects
as the cortège
passed through
the village. It
paused at the
War Memorial for
the presentation
and lowering of
flags and a Royal
Marine bugler
playing the Last
Post and, after a
Minute’s Silence,
Reveille. It was all
a fitting tribute to
that old soldier,
Fred.

Just to remind you that, due to
Covid-19, it will not be possible
this year to hold the Remembrance
Sunday Service on November 8th in
its normal format. A smaller service
will be held which will have limited
places available. After allocation
to the usual organisations laying
wreaths, we have space for about 30
‘Bubbles’ and we have introduced
a booking system which can be
accessed here: https://forms.gle/
mpSv6hrGYkZeapcAA If you know
anyone who does not have access to
the internet, then please get them to
telephone 01579 370943 to make a
reservation. The service will be both
recorded and live streamed to allow
as many people to ‘take part’ as
possible. Please pass the word along.
Rob and Steve (Churchwardens)
October
28 (to 1/11) Drawn to the Valley
30
Friday lunch
31
Pumpkin search
31
Flu clinic
November
1, 8, 15 Church services
4, 11, 18 Private prayer
6, 13, 20 Friday lunch
7
Old School market
7
Malaysian night
8
Remembrance Day
9, 20
Next Newsletters
10
Recycling
14-22
South Tamar Art Trail
19
Book Club
Covid alert level details

ABOUT THIS
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Photographs by Rob
Stewart and Deri
Parsons
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See page 2 for full information
about the next few Newsletters

This Newsletter is being produced by Old School volunteers in collaboration with the Parish Council.
Please use our contacts to provide information or with questions about the Newsletter. Please do not
leave information at The Old School office which at present is not regularly staffed.
Editorial and information for inclusion: Deri Parsons 01579 370319 or derrick.parsons@btinternet.com
Advertising enquiries: Linda Ainsworth 01579 370632 or newsletteroldschool@gmail.com
Compilation by John Wilmut on 01579 370736 or johnwilmut@btinternet.com
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A BIT OF FORWARD PLANNING!

A NEW WEBSITE

PUBLICATION DATES

We’ve said before that this Newsletter
We will be publishing Newsletters
has continued long beyond our original
on the following dates
expectations. We set out to provide
November 9th
information about the coronavirus
November 20th
lockdown, to report on such events as were
December 3rd
still taking place and to try to support and
December 16th
encourage everyone in the community. We expected it to be a short
January 5th
haul but it’s now become a long one.
In each case, the deadline for
We might have stopped the Newsletter and reverted to the Old
submissions will be 2 days before
School News at some stage in the summer - indeed, we made plans
publication date but PLEASE
and expected to make the switch back in the autumn. But the second
SEND CONTRIBUTIONS TO
wave of viral infections started and it’s now clear that this is not the
DERI PARSONS EARLIER IF
time to be abandoning the Newsletter.
AT ALL POSSIBLE. It makes the
In any case, there really isn’t enough going on to warrant
job of building an issue so much
THE
a return to the Old School News - we’re better off with
easier for us.
ISSUE
ON
the quick turn-round and relative informality of the
DECEMBER
Newsletter. So we’re here to stay for the rest of 2020
16th WILL
and into early 2021. The only difference is that we’re
We need some help
BE
A SPECIAL
doing a bit more planning ahead.
with this. Send us news
CHRISTMAS
Top right is information about our plans for the next
of your Christmas plans
ISSUE.
WE
HOPE
2-3 months.
(taking account of Covid
TO BE ABLE TO
restrictions), stories from
The Old School commissioned Tamsyn Joll to
PUBLISH THIS
earlier Christmases, pictures of
design a new website that will be where we will
ONLINE AND
your children’s Christmases, any
publish the Old School News when it returns.
AS A PAPER
Christmas neighbourhood activities
The website is ready but the Old School News is
ISSUE
and
anything else that will help us all to
not so, while the Newsletter continues, we’ll publish
make the best of Christmas 2020.
it both on the Facebook page and on the smart new website
where you may find it easier to access and download.
You can start sending
contributions NOW The address is www.theoldschoolnews.co.uk and this
the sooner the better.
Newsletter is now available there.

FOR SOME OF US ...

TIME FOR A VIRTUAL CUPPA?
Sadly the Pop-Up Café must remain shut
for the foreseeable future but we can assure
everyone that we will reopen as soon as it is
safe and practical to do so. In the meantime,
why not join the Zoom Café, every Tuesday
at 10am. It is lovely to catch up with friends
for a cuppa (bring your own!) and a chat.
All you need do is email John Kennaugh
pamjohnk@btinternet.com and he will send
you the details. Hope to see you next week.
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FRIDAY LUNCHES AT THE OLD SCHOOL
Friday lunches at The Old School
re-started early in October. Places
remain limited because of the
need to observe social distancing.
So please
• book in advance by calling The
Old School office on 01579 370493, leaving your name and contact number
• bring a mask with you and wear it at all times in the building, except
when you are sitting at your table
• use the hand gel that will be available when you enter the building
• follow the seating allocation that is needed to ensure compliance with
government requirements.
Above all, enjoy the company of others and the usual good food that will be
served.

MALAYSIAN NIGHT
Edah and her team will be preparing another takeaway dinner at
The Old School on the evening of

November 7th from 6-30 pm
This time she will be offering a Malaysian Beef Redang with
yellow rice and vegetable curry.
The price will be £7-50 per meal and you will need to book in
advance. Please call 01579 370493 and leave your name and the
number of meals that you are ordering.
Please remember to observe the current regulations concerning
the wearing of face masks and the maintenance of social
distancing.

ARE YOU ON OUR NEWSLETTER DISTRIBUTION LIST?
If you, or anyone you know, wants to get your copy of the Newsletter, and
future issues of the Old School News, directly into your inbox, you can do so by
joining our distribution list.
You can do this by sending a request to parsonscolinette@googlemail.com We won’t
use your details for any other reason and we won’t pass them on to anyone else.
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FINE DINING
@ the old school
In our last issue, we mentioned the success of
the second Fine Dining event at The Old School.
The feedback we’ve received from those who
went along is almost entirely comprised of
superlatives and it is clear that Rosie Nevill and
Isabella Coughlin impressed all with their talent.
Rosie was excited to tell us that they raised a
massive £1105 for The Hunger Project. She also
says: “As always I’m so grateful to everyone who
came along to show their support, and to the
amazing volunteers who helped me make this
happen - it wouldn’t be possible without each
and every one of you!”
Here’s to the next one in the series. When can we
book our tables?

ADVERTISE WITH US

Top: It’s hard work; Above: Happy
diners; Menu items clockwise from
the top left: Belly pork black pudding;
Chicken and oyster mushrooms;
Goat’s cheese and ham hock snack;
Gin and tonic sorbet

We would like to include more local advertisements and notices in this Newsletter. We
will charge for business adverts but at very
low rates; for example, we will include a 9cm
x 6cm advertisement for only £6 per insertion. All adverts will be in full colour.
Remember that, because the Newsletter is
online, an advert can be seen by anyone
anywhere - the internet has no borders.
Interested? Do contact us - see page 1 for
contact details.
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GET
READY
FOR A
DIGITAL CHRISTMAS
It seems we have missed Get Online
Week by a few days but it is still a good
time to get all of your family and friends
online. Let’s rebadge it as Get Online
Season.
Just to remind you that the Old School IT
Club has set up an on-line ‘help desk’. You
can send emails to it with your queries
and you will be answered by at least one
of Rosemary, Nigel or Deri. The address
is ositclinic@gmail.com We look forward
to hearing from you. Of course, if you can’t
get online, this is of no use at all, but you
can call Deri Parsons on 01579 370319 and
he’ll do what he can to help.
If you know someone who struggles with
the internet, let them know that we are still
offering friendly and free help to improve
their digital skills.

STOKE CLIMSLAND VIRTUAL
SHOW CALENDAR
The Stoke
Climsland
Virtual Show
Calendar
2021
features
a good
selection of
images of
the various
entries. It
is a snip
at £5.00 a
copy and
it’s A4 size so easy to post to your
family and friends. All proceeds will go towards our
2021 Show.
The Calendar is now available from Stoke Climsland
Post Office & Stores - thanks to Sue Watts and to
our sponsors for the calendar who are S.P. Wilton
Haulage, Root and Branch, The Cornish Sourdough
Bakery, JE Stacey & Co, Ross Design & Print, Jaspers
Quality Foods, Pohilsa Farm, Sew Nifty, Robyn’s
Farmhouse, Stoke Climsland Post Office & Stores
and Chris Rounsevell.
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DOWN ON THE FARM

Keeping Cornwall

Cornwall Council, Hot Air and Bull S***! It is not
Moo-ving!
often we hear that in the same sentence!
However, on this occasion welcome news of an
ambitious plan to introduce renewable fuel into
its arms’ length company – Cormac. Specifically,
into their fleet of road maintenance trucks, through
a ground-breaking scheme to boost the future of
farming here in the Duchy. This will create more
green jobs for locals and be a key part of Cornwall
Council’s Climate Change Action Plan objective to
become Carbon Neutral by 2030.
The pilot scheme is initially being hosted by six of the County Farms Estate Tenant Dairy Units, including
one locally in South East Cornwall. The process of capture and collection of Methane (CH4), a natural gas
emanating from farmyard slurry and cow manure, involves an adapted slurry lagoon with a sealed ‘balloon
type’ liner to contain the gases produced. These are then are processed with cutting edge technology to
upgrade the biogas into bio-methane fuel. Pioneering the project in Cornwall, it is hoped this relatively simple
on-farm and low capital infrastructure investment will offer an alternative to its more established commercial
‘big brother’ the Anaerobic Digester (AD). This produces biogas on a larger scale to be used to generate power
and heat or, after further processing, fed into the Gas Grid and transport fuel supplies.
Both technologies are beginning to positively address some of the issues relating to global warming. Methane is
often cited as 28% more potent in the short term (10-20 years) than the longer-term effects from carbon dioxide
in the atmosphere. Of course, we must all remember, before pointing entirely the blame on farmed livestock
(as some less informed do), that methane release is a natural part of both the Carbon and Hydrogen Cycles
through organic decomposition. But it is human demands for transportation, heat and electricity, plus industrial
manufacture, that add around 90% to overall Greenhouses Gases (GHG), whereas farming adds just 10%.
Finding smart solutions to reduce emissions and capture (sequester) carbon, as well as looking at livestock
diets to reduce methane production, are just but a few initiatives happening within agriculture around
Cornwall and the wider South West. Further our own Stoke Climsland Climate Change Action Group Land
Group has identified five pilot farms across the Parish to conduct initial soil samplings this autumn. The
results will be fed into the widely respected ‘Carbon Cutting Tool Kit’, through the Duchy College, to evaluate
a full farm Carbon Audit score as our own Parish Baseline. This will assist the transition toward Carbon
Neutrality by 2030, the objective of our locally declared Climate Emergency.
Working together to meet the deadline in whatever practical way we can – be it
large scale, commercial business, or smaller group
initiatives, collectively as a community we
can make a difference. For the sakes of
our future, let us act in the spirit of
Cornwall ‘One and All’. We are
committed to kickstart it by
moo-ving forward Down
on the Farm.
As always - Stay Alert,
Remain Safe and Keep
It Local – Down on
the Farm.
The picture above
shows an enclosed
slurry lagoon. The
diagram on the left is
from the Bennamann
company which is
co-ordinating the trials
mentioned in the article;
see their website at https://
bennamann.com/energyindependent-farming/
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SEEKING CARBON NEUTRALITY – WASTE AND RECYCLING MANAGEMENT
We are a group within the Stoke Climsland Climate Change Action Group. Our role is to develop ways in
which we can reduce our waste within the local community to support the target set by the Parish Council
to achieve carbon neutrality by 2030. Much has been published regarding the effects of CO2 on a global scale.
Our task is more at a local level.
Waste can be seen in many ways, from wasted energy, wasted car journeys etc. Our focus will be on our
domestic waste or kerbside collection waste.
In issue 20 of the Stoke Climsland Newsletter, Ali Humphreys published a good article on SHARE’s recycling
programme. This initiative is helping to recycle traditionally non-recyclable packaging. The more that can be
collected, the more the newer recycling technologies can be rolled out across the country, the better. Our local
packaging as listed in Ali’s article can be brought to:
A special collection at Stoke Climsland Old School car park on 10th November 8.45 – 9.15am.
Also, at Callington’s B&M car park on Sunday 15th November from 9am – 10am with the
‘Recycling for Charity trailer’.
Why not meet Ali there and have a chat, she is very knowledgeable on recycling and very
enthusiastic!
If you go to the Launceston recycling centre with any of your rubbish (sorry –
recycling!!) you will see a container next to the glass bin which is for drinks
cartons. These have also been traditionally non-recyclable but now the
carton manufacturers have joined together and collect these cartons which
can now be stripped of their constituent parts and the materials recycled, if
not back into the original product then into other non-food contact products.
These are good examples of how technology and the will of local volunteers
are all helping to reduce our waste that usually goes to ‘waste’.
Just picking up some broader news: Burger King will be trialling reusable
packaging in collaboration with Loop in selected restaurants in the USA. Look
up LOOP on www.terracycle.co.uk. Also, Unilever has launched its refill trial in
Asda’s Middleton store. Similar trials are being tested in some Waitrose stores. Refillable products
can already be purchased at our own local Tre Pol & Pen. Go and have a look. Also, several large supermarket
chains are trialling ‘reverse vending’. In this, you pay a small deposit on your bottled product and then, when
returning to the store, you can push your bottle through a vending type machine which checks the product
and then prints out a voucher for you to spend in the store. These ‘reverse vending’ machines have been
around for years in Scandinavia, but British stores have been reluctant to install them, why?
1. There is a cost installing and buying the reverse vending machines and
2. The stores must then dispense with the returned packaging! Again, another cost- one which finally we
must pay, but perhaps we are now ready to pay to support recycling and the impact on our environment.
And finally from Ali: she can also accept empty printer ink cartridges, used postage stamps (not many of those
around today!), old mobile phones, iPads, tablets, all for charities. You can pick up more information on Ali’s
work on www.south-hill.co.uk/charity-recycling So, a win-win for us and the environment.
These little steps today will become the much larger steps in the future, and we hope we can reduce our waste
from our homes which in turn could save us money each week. If you wish to help us recycle more of our
packaging and help formulate future recycling programmes then you will be welcomed to our small working
group. Contact us on adagio70pl17@gmail.com
Geoff Giles
Team lead for the waste and recycling management group of
SCCCAG
Editor’s note: With help from the Parish Council
the old toilet block in The Old School car park is
being refurbished, providing storage for recycled
materials. Access will be easy at any time and
there will be labelled bins where you can deposit
the various categories of recycled material. For
progress updates contact Caroline Vulliamy on
01579 390411 or carolinevulliamy@hotmail.com
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A reminder that the Post
Office counter is open from 9
am - 5 pm Monday - Friday
and 9 am - 12.30 pm Saturday.
And the shop is open 8 am - 6
pm Mon-Friday; 7 am - 12.30
pm Saturday; 9 am - 11 am
Sunday.
A ‘call and collect’ service
is available and the shop
will continue to deliver to
vulnerable or self-isolating
customers.
Social distancing at 2 metres
operates and this means
limiting the number of people
in the shop at any time. All
customers visiting the Shop or
Post Office must wear a face
mask or face covering at all
times unless they are exempt
from this rule.
ORDERS CAN BE PLACED
Please call us on 01579
370201, or email sue-watts@
btconnect.com We take
payment across the phone
and aim to deliver the next
day if you order before 4
pm. Minimum order £10, no
delivery charge.
Thank you to all our
customers old and new, our
amazing staff and wonderful
volunteers.
Sue, David and Team

CHRISTMAS IS COMING:
SHOP LOCALLY IN THE VILLAGE AND ONLINE
We have always advocated shopping locally – a huge shout out for the Village Stores and
Post Office – and we we’d like to remind you of the recent initiative of Lucy Hard. Lucy has
started a Facebook group called the Stoke Climsland Virtual Christmas Shopping Market.
The idea of the group is for local crafters to showcase their crafts or services so that we
can try and buy locally this Christmas. Most importantly it is a group for local people to
show what they do, and we can support them and each other through this unusual time and make Christmas
shopping enjoyable - from the comfort of our armchairs without the urge to rip a face mask off.
Want to find out more? Just put Stoke Climsland Virtual Christmas Shopping Market into the Facebook
search bar and you will soon be entering a world of talent that you probably did not know existed. We’re not
sure how many members there are now but the array of gifts on display is very impressive. Take a look and
remember, if you buy something, you are supporting a local enterprise.
Lucy would like to raise funds for the community whilst we all shop, so to become an
The illustration is
approved local seller there is a £5 charge to join. If you are interested, pop Lucy a message and Pascal by Sonya
she will get you set up.
Seccombe of the
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Grey Tin Studio

DID WE TELL YOU
THAT

Stoke Climsland
has a Library

AND IT’S OPEN?

Based at the Old School, the library has been housed in the café area @ The Old School for over four
years. You can request, borrow, return and read books using your normal library card between
10 and 11.30 every weekday morning.

We have a good stock of books
for children. Bring them along
to see what’s there.

There is a wide variety of
services available from
Cornwall Libraries, all
accessible from your
smartphone, tablet or
computer or by coming
to the library. They are
described in full in the article
on page 7 of Newsletter 20.

Please support this fantastic community
resource!

At the present time the Book Club at The Old School is still using Zoom for its
meetings. The next is on Tuesday 17th November at 9-30 am.
The book for discussion at the November meeting is An Italian Education by
Tim Parks. Copies are now available and if you would like to join the group
you will be very welcome.
Please email Helen Cadiot on helen.cadiot@outlook.com who will let you
know where to collect a copy of the book and will arrange for you to get the
logon details for the Zoom meeting.

OLD SCHOOL
OFFICE
VOLUNTEERING

THE OLD SCHOOL
BOOK CLUB

We are carefully implementing the “new
normal” safety measures of
Social Distancing
Face covering
Hand Hygiene
In addition, you are asked not to
attend The Old School if you have any
Coronavirus symptoms, and we ask that
you complete the Track and Trace register
and use the QR code if you are able.
Any returned books should be placed
in the labelled box so that they can be
quarantined.

The Old School office used to be open each morning and an office volunteer was on hand to deal
with paperwork, answer enquiries and take bookings for events. Our office volunteers have had a
key role in managing The Old School and in providing support for members of the community.
The lockdown in March brought that system to a halt and it was not until later in the year that
the office was open for a limited period each morning and this has expanded in the last couple of
months. We would now like to recruit another office volunteer to provide additional support on
one morning a week. Computer competence would be a valuable asset.
If you are interested why not call in and find out more from Edah who is normally in the office
each day between 10 and 11 am. Or leave a message on 01579 370493 and she’ll get back to you.

NEW OLD SCHOOL TRUSTEES
The Old School AGM has been postponed
but the trustees would like to co-opt some
new members as soon as possible. The
commitment is to a monthly meeting and
involvement in some of the wide range of
activities that take place at The Old School.
If you think that you may be interested,
why not find out more by contacting the
office at The Old School and leaving a
message (01579 370493) or by speaking to
the chairman, Clive Kidman (phone 01579
370297 or email bookbusters@btinternet.
com) or any other trustee.
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PLANNING APPLICATION FOR
PARISH HALL REFURBISHMENT
HAS BEEN APPROVED

A MESSAGE
AND REQUEST
FROM THE ECO
STITCHER
Since they became mandatory in public places, I have
been making reusable face masks which have been on
sale at Stoke Climsland Post Office, raising money for
good causes. So far £350.36 has been raised for the Stoke
Climsland Charity Trust. I would like to thank everyone
for their ongoing support, especially all my amazing
colleagues at the Post Office, without whom it wouldn’t
be possible, Jan Long, who has also been sewing, and
everyone who has donated fabric and elastic. I am
currently making Remembrance-themed masks raising
money for the RBL Poppy Appeal, SSAFA and Help for
Heroes. Over £50 has already been raised. These will be
for sale until November as long as I do not run out of
fabric!
After that I will be focusing on Christmas. If anyone
has any festive or plain, bright coloured fabric that
they’d like to donate, please get in touch with me via
my Facebook page www.facebook.com/theecostitcher,
or email me at rpocknell16@gmail.com. I am happy to
collect. I am also always grateful for 6mm flat elastic.
Once again, thank you all for your support.
Rachel Pocknell aka The Eco Stitcher

Many of you will already know that the planning
application for the refurbishment of the Parish
Hall has just been approved by Cornwall
Council. The publication date for this Newsletter
is too soon to allow much in the way of comment
and more details will follow in future issues. In
the meantime, this is the formal press release
from the Prince’s Foundation:
The Prince’s Foundation welcomes the planning
and listed building consent granted in relation
to the refurbishment and extension of Stoke
Climsland Parish Hall. Sarah Robinson, senior
architect at The Prince’s Foundation, said: “We
are delighted that the hard work of all parties
over the past couple of years has culminated in
the go-ahead being given for the development of
the hall. Particularly noteworthy throughout this
project has been the diligence of the Parish Hall’s
dedicated Charitable Incorporated Organisation,
the local community who have been involved in
the design development, and Cornwall Council
for their clear communication during the process.”

Just to let you know that, despite the lock-down
and associated slow-down, progress is being
made with the Neighbourhood Plan. The first
version of the draft plan will be discussed with
the Parish Council during mid-November and,
after this, will be made available for comment
by the Parish. We are still working on the details
of how best to make sure that everyone has a
chance to see the draft and say what they think of
it. We’ll let you know as soon as we know! If you
have any questions, call Deri Parsons on 01579
370319. He’d be delighted, nay astonished, to
hear from anyone.
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IS HAPPENING

A REMINDER OF
CHURCH SERVICES
IN THE PARISH

As we reach the end of one of the craziest and most challenging years ever, the
number of people that need help has grown exponentially. Christmas Box HQ is
going full blast again this year. What do we do?
We provide Christmas Dinner in a box for the poorest families in Cornwall. Each
box contains enough food for Christmas dinner with all the extra little goodies and
treats like mince pies and biscuits and, of course, Christmas pudding, which all go
to make up a feast for a family in need. Due to storage and distribution limitations, we
cannot accept fresh food but there are plenty of good things to eat that can still be included.
A typical box costs around £30-£40 but you can share the cost by getting together with friends,
neighbours, and colleagues. The boxes will be distributed by Cornwall Council’s Children’s
Early Help, Social Care and Psychology Service Team and some Children’s Centres to families in need. Other
local charities working with disadvantaged families also take delivery of some boxes to help the people they
are working with.
If you have any question be sure to get in touch – either by email (hello@cornwallchristmasbox.co.uk) or
via Messenger on our Facebook page (https://www.facebook.com/cornwallchristmasbox/ ). There is a local
collection point for boxes and that is at Darren’s Cars in St Anne’s Chapel.

AT VENTERDON
CHAPEL

Services at
Venterdon Chapel.
are fortnightly
from November
8th and will
start at 11 am.
Facemasks will be
required and social
distancing will be
observed.

AT THE PARISH
CHURCH
The church is open
for Sunday services
at 10 am and for
private prayer on
Wednesdays from
1 - 4 pm

The flu vaccine is safe and effective
and it is offered every year on the
NHS to help protect people at
risk of flu and its complications.
In these Covid-19 dominated
times, getting the vaccine is more
important that ever because:
• If you are at high risk from coronavirus, you’re also
more at risk of problems from flu
• If you get flu and coronavirus at the same time, research
shows you are more likely to be seriously ill
• It’ll help to reduce pressure on NHS and care staff who
may be dealing with coronavirus
You can get more information at the NHS website: https://
www.nhs.uk/conditions/vaccinations/flu-influenzavaccine/

For those who are eligible, you can ‘phone the
Health Centre in Callington on 01579 382666 to get
an appointment for the vaccination clinic at the Old
School on 31st October or, if this is not available, at
another vaccination clinic run by the Tamar Valley
Health Centre.
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These are the venues,
marked on the map
The Art Centre,
1 Florence Road Business
Park, Kelly Bray
The Barn,
2
Harrowbarrow
May Cottage, Rising
3
Sun, Harrowbarrow
Unit 1B, Stamps Ind.
4 Estate, Rising Sun,
Harrowbarrow
Woodlands,
5
Chilsworthy
Gresham House,
6
Albaston, Gunnislake
Calstock Arts, The Old
7
Chapel, Calstock
The Limekiln Gallery,
8 Commercial Road,
Calstock

Artists at each venue

1

Sue Coleman, Printmaker; Angela Cook, Painting; Brina Ben-David,
Painting (acrylics); Oonagh Glancey, Painting & Printmaking; Melanie
Guy, Mixed media, Metals; Annie Holland, Chinese brush painting;
Nicholas Palmer, Acrylics, Mixed media, Wood sculpture; Ian Purvis,
Painter; Joely Swift, Textiles, Printmaker, Painter; Rosemary Wood, Multidiscipline

2

Terri Davis, Ceramics, Painting, Drawing, Ecoprinting, Recycling

3

Jenny Billing, Glass; John Rowe, Furniture, Sculptural artwork, Automata;
Gudrun Taresch, Glass art, Painting, Jewellery

4

Suzy Billing-Mountain, Mixed media, Fluid art, Painting

5

Glenis Blakiston, Painting

6

Peter Ursem, Printmaking, Painting, Drawing, Framing service

7

Allie Cole, Printmaking, Painting,, Mixed media; Juliet Cornell, Mixed
media; Alison Freshney, Ceramics Cyanotype; Kathy Lovell, Silver &
Copper jewellery

8

Clare Law, Landscape artist

A-D are Public Art locations with Rosie Fierek, Ceramics, Illustration

OLD SCHOOL TRUSTEES ARE
LOOKING FOR A MINUTES
SECRETARY

Wheal Talk, by Gunnislake traffic lights
Fruitful, Gunnislake
B
train station
Welcome Tree,
C opposite Queens
Head, Albaston
Tamar Vally Line
Centenary Plaque,
D
Calstock and Calstock
& Gunnislake stations
A

Directions to venues,
opening times and information about the work of
each artist are available in
the mini-brochure available from The Old School,
Tamar Valley Centre,
Libraries, Calstock Arts,
Kelly Bray Art Framers,
Stoke Climsland Shop and
from any of the artists.

Don’t forget our
Christmas issue!

It’s an important role and the trustees of The Old
School have valued the help of their minutes
secretaries in the past. But they are now without
someone to fill this role and would welcome offers of
help. There is a meeting on the second Thursday of
each month from 7-30 pm. The role involves making
a record of the meeting and producing a draft for
approval at the following meeting. If you could help
please contact Caroline Vulliamy on 01579 370411 or
email carolinevulliamy@hotmail.com
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See page 2 for details.
We need your
contributions - tell us
about your plans, tell us
your stories of Christmas
past and present, give us
anecdotes, advice, stories
(funny or otherwise) - anything to make for a
lively and cheering Christmas issue.
Don’t put it off - send contributions now and
we can start putting the issue together.

ANNUAL BREAKFAST FOR THE HOMELESS
Stoke Climsland Parish Church normally organises a Breakfast for the Homeless
around this time of the year with the triple objectives of raising awareness of the plight
of the homeless, coordinating donations and collecting clothing. We showed our
appreciation by giving folk a yummy breakfast, surrounded by our love and thanks.
This year, due to the restrictions of the Covid-19 virus, and after much discussion,
it has been concluded that holding the breakfast will just not be practical. But the
demand does not go away. There is still an acute and desperate need to help homeless
people in Plymouth and Cornwall. We have decided, following advice from both St.
Petroc’s and Shekinah, to request financial donations either to our church account or in
cash at any of the church services throughout November. If you want to donate (and
we hope you do), here are the relevant details:
Account name: Stoke Climsland Parish PCC
Sort Code 09-01-53
Account number 73533284
Please put ‘homeless fund’ in the reference box.
Financial donations will then be directed where they are most needed. This is by
far the best way of helping those in such need this year.
Important: The only goods we can accept this year are new socks (men’s and
ladies’) and underwear (men’s medium boxers or women’s medium), track suit
bottoms and ladies’ leggings, toiletries, shampoo, soap, toothpaste and brushes, small boxes of tissues and wet
wipes.
When we recently contacted one of the charities, this quotation was included in the reply: “Just knowing we
have people behind us still is something which lifts the spirits hugely, so thank you!”.
Thank you all in advance. If you need any additional information, please phone Barbara on 01579 3721144.
Barbara Bennett

THE OLD SCHOOL MARKET
IN NOVEMBER

THE NEXT MARKET IS ON NOVEMBER 7th
FROM 10 am - Noon

The Old School Market moved back indoors in October - the first time
since March. This involved imposing restrictions on both stallholders and
visitors in order that we kept within the current Covid-19 regulations.
On the whole it went well and we learned how to cope with the
restrictions. We used all three rooms on the ground floor for stalls and so
could not offer our traditional breakfasts - sadly we don’t have enough
space to make that possible in the current circumstances.
So, unless we find ourselves subject to a higher level of restriction, the Market
will again operate in November. Please help us by observing the advice on
the right and enjoy being part of one of Stoke Climsland’s traditions.
We expect these stallholders.
Sue Cook - Stained glass gifts
Karen Cooper - Personalised gifts and cards
Jeremy Dawe - Traditional meat from Trehill Farm Produce
Chris George - Wood turner, Gifts
Michael Harford - Wood crafts
Dawn Hunn - Vegetables
Sandra Jane - Leather goods
Val Kidman - Home made preserves, jams and freshly baked cakes
Linda Losty - Aprons, masks etc
Ian Macdonald - Cross-stitch, tapestry and picture framing
Di Nash - Gifts and hand-knitted etc
Neil Robyns - Artisan yogurts, cream cheese, cheesecakes and pies
Derek Ross - Calendars
Derek Schofield - Apple and other juices, vinegar, cordials
Dale Wood - Honey
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The November Market
will be held indoors. Car
parking will be available
as usual.
Please enter the building
through the main door and
follow the signs, keeping
a proper distance from
others. The exit will be
via the kitchen corridor.
Please do not double back
on this route - walk round
the building.
Since all three rooms will
be used for stalls a more
restricted breakfast will
be available. Please follow
the signs - do not enter
the kitchen or open the
kitchen hatch.
If you need help please
ask - volunteers will be
present for the whole time.

Scandinavian
Visitors

NATURE NOTES

The winter thrushes have arrived and our hawthorn bushes, laden this
year with haws, are a welcome feast. Redwings and Fieldfares are
reported to have arrived in large numbers. Our daughter in North
Wales saw them in the early part of October, and on the 23rd Tony
saw a couple of Redwings fly silently out of the back of our hawthorn
down the garden. That behaviour is very characteristic of this thrush.
It is distinguished from our own Song Thrush by the cream stripe
over the eye, and a rich chestnut-red smudge under the wing is seen
when they fly. Their thin high calls can be heard as they fly overhead,
but when disturbed whilst feeding on their favourite haws, they
will flit silently in twos and threes from the back of the bush. While
not many may have
been seen among the
branches, you will
be surprised at how
many there are as
they fly out.
The Fieldfare is a bigger bird, readily distinguished from our
Mistle Thrush by its grey head and rump as it flies off with a
harsh chuckle. This handsome bird will feed on berries and on
invertebrates it picks up in the grass.
Some years we are treated to an invasion of Waxwings, also
from Scandinavia. So far there has been a scatter of sightings in
the Orkneys and Shetlands, and in mid-October from Norfolk.
They usually arrive in small numbers but in some years big
flocks will spread all over the country, raiding berries from ornamental trees, even in busy town streets and
supermarket carparks. They get their name from
the solid waxy bright red tips to the secondary wing
feathers. It is a stout, unmistakeable bird with a
crest on its head.
The Brambling,
also from
Scandinavia
during the
winter, is a bird
which readily
joins our flocks of
chaffinches to feed
on weed seed in
fields and roadsides,
or even if we are
lucky, at our
bird feeders.
When they
fly, their white rumps distinguish them
from Chaffinches and when seen close-up
they have a chestnut shoulder and in the
winter the male’s black head is instead,
speckled grey and black.
Mary Atkinson
Pictures from the top:
Brambling; Fieldfares with
many thanks to Kim for
the painting; Redwing;

Waxwing
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(STOKE CLIMSLAND AREA RESILIENCE PLAN
AND EMERGENCY RESOURCES)

UPDATE FROM SCARPER

Hello everyone,
Gosh! How things are changing by the day. At the time of writing this, many areas and cities are moving into
Tier 2 or Tier 3. Thankfully, Cornwall remains in Tier 1 and we hope this stays the case although it is always
possible that some areas might have local restrictions if there are spikes in Covid-19 infections. All the more
important, then, that we continue to take the precautions we have
been doing for many months now.
On TV this week an elderly lady (in the ‘vulnerable’ group) was
asked how these new restrictions would affect her, she said ‘not at
all’. She went on the explain that she had continued to follow the
tighter guidelines started earlier this year. She has remained well and
healthy. Little stories like these should help us think of ways we can
continue to stay safe in body and mind.
We are sure many of us have indeed continued to maintain social
distancing, hand washing and wearing face coverings even when
out in public places such as busy shopping centres etc. Restricting
our movements and receiving doorstep groceries can in itself lead
to loneliness, where possible some of us are using the digital video
platforms such as Facetime or Zoom to stay in visual contact with
friends and relatives. This is not possible for all of us and if you
know of neighbours or family members who might need a wave over
the garden fence or help with getting ‘online’. Remember the Stoke
Climsland IT Club remains open online (oops, if you can’t go online
maybe phone them?).
In the meantime SCARPER continues to develop its plans to deal
with local emergencies that require our support. We are using the
phone and Zoom to digitally meet up and continue to work with the
Cornwall Emergency Planning team for guidance on our proposed
plans.
Remember that if you have skills or equipment that might be of help
in an emergency then please contact Ren our Parish Clerk on parishclerkscpc@gmail.com
With restrictions changing regularly, even frequently we are not able to list them here. The ‘standard’ advice
of ‘hands’ (washing and sanitising) ‘face’ (wearing suitable face coverings when in public places) and ‘space’
(keeping a suitable distance from other people) all seem to make sense when dealing with a virus epidemic.
The strongest message we hear from the various TV announcements is that social distancing and minimising
mixing with other people are the key factors in reducibg the infections. Maybe easier said than done? Keep
up to date by looking at: www.cornwall.gov.uk/health-and-social-care/public-health-cornwall/informationabout-coronavirus-Covid-19/
Our co-ordinators and volunteers continue to be available to help if they can, for as long as we can be of
service. We continue to offer the prescription collection service. At the moment we are collecting for people
self-isolating after returning from abroad, and some
Ren Jackaman (contact: parishclerkscpc@gmail.
that are recovering from operations. Both the surgery
com or 07878 368857), our ‘vulnerable and selfand chemist are Covid safe. However if people need
isolating’ co-ordinator. Contact Ren if you want to
collections due to their medical conditions, or the
be added to our list or if you know of a neighbour
situation here gets worse the collection service will be
who might be in need of some support.
there for you. Just let us know when your prescription
is ready and we will collect for anyone that needs us
Sarah Ross (contact: srossscpc@gmail.com or
too, contact Sarah Ross - see on the right.
01579 370521), our prescriptions and medicines coordinator. Please contact her if you need help.
We are still here for those of you that need us. Our
group remains active if you need any further help then Nigel Cooper (contact: njcooperscpc@gmail.com
please contact our co-ordinators who will try and assist. or 07525 351628), our volunteer co-ordinator.
Please contact Nigel if you want to help us.
Stay safe, please try, and keep well. Please continue
Village Store: Sue Watts (contact: sue-watts@
to follow the Government and Cornwall Council
btconnect.com or call 01579 370201). Please contact
guidelines.
Sue if you want home deliveries of your groceries.
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THE NHS COVID APP
A REMINDER TO DOWNLOAD IT
The NHS Covid App is an important part of the Government’s strategy
to limit the spread of the virus.. For it to work effectively it needs the
majority of the population to download it to their mobile phones. If you
have not downloaded it yet please do so - it only takes a few seconds and
downloading it will be an important step in getting the virus under control.
You can get it free from the Apple Store or Google Play.
What does the app do?
• Trace: find out when you’ve been near other app users who have
tested positive for coronavirus.
• Alert: lets you know the level of coronavirus risk in your postcode
district.
• Check-in: get alerted if you’ve visited a venue where you may have come into contact with
coronavirus, using a simple QR code scanner. No more form filling.
• Symptoms: check if you have coronavirus symptoms and see if you need to order a test.
• Test: helps you order a test if you need to.
• Isolate: keep track of your self-isolation countdown and access relevant advice.

THIS CHEERED US UP
Near the end of September Viv and I were
in Buxton, doing our bit to sustain the
economy of the north. Much of the town
centre retains the elegance of its days as
a spa and Broad Walk has a line of large
houses that overlook the Pavilion Gardens.
It’s a long straight pedestrian path and
along the foot of the Gardens’ railings
were painted pebbles - well over 100 metres of
them, nestled together. They were the recent
work of the children of Buxton Junior School
(and possibly some of their parents and others),
designed, we think, to cheer passing pedestrians
living through the Covid emergency. They
cheered us up no end and maybe you’ll like
them as well - here are a few pictures of them.
John Wilmut

If you have stories like this (especially if you
have pictures as well) they will be just the thing
that we’d like to put in the Christmas issue of
this Newsletter - see the note on page 2.
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